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ABSTRACT. - In this work we study isochronous centers of two-dimensional autonomous 
system in the plane with linear part of center type and non-linear part given by homogeneous 
polynomials of fourth degree. We first found necessary conditions for such isochronous center 
in polar coordinates. Finally we give a proof of the isochronicity of these systems using 
different methods. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. Introduction 
We consider the system 
(14 
i = -Y + x3 (x, Y), 
ti = 2 + K (2, Y), 
where X, (xc, y) and & (z, y) are homogeneous polynomials of degrees S, 
with s 2 2. 
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The aim of this paper is to find the isochronous centers of system (1.1) 
when s = 4, see Theorem 1. The integrable cases for quadratic systems, 
s = 2, and cubic homogeneous systems, s = 3, have been studied by 
several authors [B], [Cl, [Co], [Ll], [LS], [Sch] and [Z]. Some integrable 
cases of system (1.1) when s = 4,5 have been determinated by [CGl] 
and [CG2]. 
A center is isochronous if the period of all integral curves in a 
neighborhood of the origin is constant. The equations are most easily 
written when the arc length s is the variable 
(14 > + k”s = 0, 
where k is a real constant. 
More recently several classes of isochronous systems have been studied. 
For example; quadratic isochronous centers, see [L] and [CJ]; homogeneous 
cubic systems, see [P] and [RTl]; the cubic system of Kukles, see [CD] and 
[RT2]; the class of “complex” systems Z = i P (z) and the cubic reversible 
systems with 8 = 1, see [MRT]; some isochronous cubic systems with 
four invariant lines, see [MMR]; and finally, isochronous centers of cubic 
systems with degenerate infinity, see [LCDPY] and [CGG]. 
In Section 2 we give some known results which are necessary for 
the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 3 we explain the computation of 
isochronous constants. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1. This theorem 
characterizes reversibles isochronous centers of system (1 .l) when s = 4 
by means of polar coordinates. 
2. Some preliminary results 
In the study of this problem we have used polar coordinates. In Lemma 1 
we give the expression of system (1.1) in polar coordinates. 
LEMMA 1. - In polar coordinates z = T cos (cp), y = T- sin (cp) we calz 
write system (1.1) as 
(2.1) 
i = P, (cp) rs, 
(p = 1+ Q.s (cp) F1, 
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where f’, (cp) and Qs ((I 7 > are trigonometric polynomials of the form 
Ps(cp) = J&+1 COS ((:;+ l)p+ %+1)+&-l cos ((s - q(P+ %-1) 
+...+ 
{ 
R:. cos (cp + pl) if s is even; 
Ro if s is odd; 
Qs (cp) = -&+I sin ((3 + 1) cp + %+I) + ~~-1 sin ((s - 1) cp + cP,-1) 
{ 
7-1 sin (cp + Cpl) if s is even; 
+...+ 
ro if s is odd; 
being Rj, ri, qj and iTj arbitrary coejkients. 
THEOREM A. - The system (2.1) is integrable (in the sense of vanishing 
of all Lyapunov constants) in the following two cases: 
(9 If (s + 1) P, (cp:l + Q’, (cp) - 0. 
(ii) If 9, (‘p) and QS (cp) are of the form 
(2.2) 
p, (cp) = R:;+l sin (s + 1) w + K-1 sin (s - 1) w R,-I in   )  
fR RI sin w, 1 in , if s is even;  n; +...+ ...+ 
1 R2 sin 2w, if s is odd; 
Qs (cp) = Rs+l cos (S + 1) w + rS--l ~0s (s - 1) W l s s l w 
7-l cos w, if s is even; 
+ . ..+ 
7-2 cos 2w+ro, if s is odd; 
where w = cp + cpo, cpo arbitrary and coeficients Rj and rj are 
indetermined. 
The system of class (ii) which we call angular resonance correspond 
to the systems named by other authors as reversible. In this work we 
study the reversible systems that have an isochronous center at the origin. 
Lemma 1 and theorem A are proved in [Cl. 
DEFINITION 1. - We .will call null divergence factor for the system (1.1) 
to a function V (2, y) where V (z, y) is particular solution of (1.1) and 
the divergence of the field 
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determined in R2\{ (z, y) : V (z, y) = 0) is identically null. In particular, 
h is an integrating factor which will allow us to integrate the 
system (1.1) in case of finding a null divergence factor. 
It is knowed that the problem of isochronicity appears only for 
nondegenerate centers, see [MRT]. The following theorem due to Poincare 
and Lyapunov characterizes a nondegenerate center. 
THEOREM B. - For a nondegenerate center of an analytic system exists 
an analytic change of coordinates of the form u = z + o ( 1(x, y) I), 
v=~+o(l(x,~(/>I> d an an analytic finction 9 such that transforms the 
system in the form 
(2.3) 
?i=-TJ(1+!qu2+v2)): 
i,=7L(1+P(u2+z?)). 
The following theorems are different methods for characterize an 
isochronous center. 
Let F (2, y) = x2 + yz + 0 ( ( (z, y) 12) an analytic first integral of 
an isochronous system of form (1.1). Since all higher order terms are 
divisible either by x2 or y 2, the first integral can be written in the form 
F (z, y) = x2 (1 + f (x, y)) + g2 (1 + g (xc, y)). If we make the change 
of coordinates X = x dm, Y = ydm transforms 
system (1.1) into 
(2.4) ri = -Y (1 + G(X, Y)), Y=X(l+G(X, Y))> 
where G (X, Y) is an analytic function. 
THEOREM C. - The system (2.4) is isochronous if and only if 
(2.5) 
s 
27r 
T(r) = 
d@ 
= 2n. 
0 l+G(RcoscI>, RsinQ) 
THEOREM D. - A center of an analytic system is isochronous if 
and only if there exists an analytic change of coordinates of the form 
u = x + 0 ( I (x, Y) I>, w = y + o ( J (5, y) ( ) reducing the system to the 
linear isochronous system 
(2.6) 
ti = -kv, 
ti = ku, 
where k is a real constant. 
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THEOREM E. - Let (S) and (ST) transversal plane digerentiul systems 
of class C2. Assume bhat the local jlows defined by the solutions of (5’) 
and (ST) commute (in the sense of bracket of Lie). Then, any center of 
(S) is isochronous. 
Theorems C and D are proved in [MRT] and Theorem E is proved in 
[V] and [S]. 
3. Computation of isochronous constants 
Let the origin an isochronous center. Applying Theorem D exists an 
analytic change of coordinates u = z + o ( 1 (z, y) I), 21 = y + o ( 1 (2, y) I) 
such that ii + u = 0 and ii + 21 = 0 where we have taken k = 1 making a 
escalated of the time. Let u = H (T, cp) a power series of the form 
H(r, cp) = f-h (cp>r+H2 (v>r2 +H3(v)f3 + -.., 
where HI (cp) = COB cp and Hi (‘p) i = 1, 2, . . ., are homogeneous 
trigonometric polynomials of degree i. Imposing fi + H = 0 we obtain 
a recurrence differential equations given by 
(34 H;+Hk=O, k=l,...s-1, 
(3.2) H;‘,-,)+, + H+,)+I, + 2QsHlf 
+ (2/W, + Q:;) H; + kP;HF, = 0, lc=1>...,9-1 
+ (m (s - 1) + k> ((Cm + l>(s - 1) + k) f',2 + pi&s) fL(s-l)+k = 
ym+2)+1)+k cos cP+P(m+2)(s-1)+k sin cp, 
= if (m + 2)(s - 1) + k is odd; 
0, if (m + 2)(s - 1) + k is even; 
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where k = 1, . . . , s - 1, m = 0, 1, . . . , = $ and HI (cp) = cos cp, 
being Q(,+z)+I)+~ and P(n,+2)(s-~)+k real numbers called isochronous 
constants. These equations can be considered as a system of s - 1 
independent differential equations. 
Since H; (cp) must be trigonometrical polynomials of degree i, the only 
possible solutions of equations (3.1) are 
Hlc b> = 
al; cos p -I- bk Sin $7 if k is odd, 
0 if k is even, 
k = 1, . . .) s - 1. 
where ak and bk, k = 1, . . . , s - 1, are real constants (in particular, al = 1 
and bl = 0). It is obvious that all equations of (3.1) are equal, and only the 
initial conditions change. Thus, for each equation of (3.1) the isochrono~s 
constants that we will find will be same modulus the before constants zero. 
We can assume, without any lost of generality, that al = 1, bl = 0 and 
ak = bk = 0, k = 3, . . . , s - 1. 
The isochronous constants are polynomials in the parameters of the 
system (2.1). By the Hilbert basis theorem exists m E N such that the 
ideal generate by the isochronous constants is finitely generated by these 
m isochronous constants. The vanishing of all isochronous constants is 
a necessary condition for the isochronicity of the origin. To prove that 
the origin is an isochronous center we must use also someone of the 
Theorems C, D or E. 
4. The main result 
THEOREM 1. - Zf system (2.1) with s = 4 has one of the following 
expressions in polar coordinates the origin is an isochronous centre 
64 
f=r”(R3 cos3cp+& coscp), 
$= 1. 
+=ryr3 cos3cp+R1 coup), 
(b) +=1+r3(rssin3cp+3Rr sincp). 
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f = 7.4 1 7 
(4 ( 3 
cos3cp-~coscp ) > 
+1+7-3 ( sin 3 cp - 1 sin 3 cp ) . 
$=T4 -- 1 13 ) (4 ( 3 cos3cp-g coscp ) 
$J=1+r3 ( sin 3 cp - 1 sin 3 cp > . 
( 
1 
j.=T4 -- 
7 
(4 3 cos3cp+9 coscp > ) 
+=1+r3(+sin3cp+sincp). 
(.f) 
i=T4(-cos3cp+co~cp), 
+=:1+r3(sin3cp+sincp). 
Note. - Another possible case of isochronicity at the origin is the 
following 
+ = T4 cos 5q+ 
48 + 5T3 
45 
cos 39 
+ 
-1197 + 30T3 - 25~; 
540 
cos cp 
(9) 
> 
C) =: 1 + T3 - sin 5 cp + T3 sin 3 cp 
+ 
-9+6Tyk; 
36 
sin cp 
> 
. 
Proof. - The proof of theorem will be done in two parts 
ANALYSIS OF CASES 
The reversible conditions for system (2.1) where P4 (cp) and Q4 (cp) 
take the form 
P4 (P) = R5 cos (5’P + (p5) + R3 cos (3cp + 93) + Rl cos ('p + cpl), 
Q4 (p) = - Rr, sin (5 cp + (~5) + 7‘3 sin (3 cp + P3) + TI sin (cp + @I) 
are 91 = cpl, ‘p3 = (~3, ‘~5 = 591 and ‘p3 = 391. 
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Case R5 = 0. Before analyzing the others case we will study system 
(2.1) with R5 = 0. The first not zero isochronous constant is ~7 = 
?-I -3rlR1 +r; -r3R3. Firstly, we suppose rg = 0, then we have 
a7 = r1 (~1 - 3 RI). From the vanishing of ~17 we obtain r1 = 0 or 
~1 = 3 RI. If ~1 = 0, like r3 = 0, this implies + = 1 which corresponds 
to system (a). This case is obviously isochronous. 
If ~1 = 3 RI with ~1 # 0, from the vanishing of ~13 = 8lR: R; we 
obtain R3 = 0, this case corresponds a particular case of system (8bl. 
We suppose now r.3 # 0. The vanishing of a7 allows to txpress R3 
as a function of the rest of parameters like R3 = rf-3 ‘ijR1+l.X, from its 
substitution in (~13, a19 and ~25 we obtain 
Q13 = (3 “dr; “) UI (~-1, RI, T3), 
3 
a19 = (;;&1;1) U2 (~1, RI, v), 
3 
(3R1 - ~1) 
a25 = 72576Or: U3 (~1, RI, 7-3), 
where Ui (~1, RI, r-g), i = 1, 2, 3, are polynomials in the variables 
(~1, RI, r-3), see Appendix. 
From the vanishing of the previous constants we have r1 = 3 RI 
which corresponds to system (b). We can make from now without lost 
of generality ~3 = 1. 
The resultant of Ul (~1~ RI) and U2 (~1, RI) rapport to RI is 
Vl (q) = rf (-1 - 34” (1 - r1)2 IV1 (q), 
and the resultant of UI (~1, RI ) and U3 (~1, RI ) rapport to RI is 
I4 (?-I) = 7-f (-1 - 3r1)2 (1 - r1)2 w, (Tl), 
where IV1 (~1) and IV.2 (q), are polynomials in the variables ~1, which 
have not common real roots, see Appendix. 
From the vanishing of the common factors of VI (~1) and V2 (~1) we 
have r1 = 0, r1 = - 5 or ~1 = 1. 
Let ~1 = 0. We have cq3 = ’ RT (-i+’ R1). If we impose that a13 = 0 
we have the following possibilities. The vanishing of the first factor of ~13, 
that is RI = 0 we obtain a particular case of system (b). The vanishing of 
the second factor of (~13, that is, RI = i implies alg # 0. 
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Let ~1 = -i. We have ~13 = -(1’gR1)(7’q9~1)(13’gR1), from the 
vanishing of this constants we have the following possibilities. The 
vanishing of the first factor of ~13, that is, Rr = -i corresponds to 
a particular case of system (b). The vanishing of the second factor of ars, 
that is, Rr = - f corresponds to system (c). The vanishing of the third 
factor of ~13, that is, .Rl = -y corresponds to system (d). 
Let q = 1. We have a13 = (1-3R1)(-7~9Rl)(Rl-l), from the 
vanishing of this constants we have the following possibilities. The 
vanishing of the first factor of a13, that is, RI = 5 corresponds to a 
particular case of system (b). The vanishing of the second factor of c~13, 
that is, RI = f corresponds to system (e). The vanishing of the third factor 
of (~13, that is, RI = 1 corresponds to system cf). 
Case R5 # 0. We can -make withaut lost of generality R5 = 1. In this case 
8+5+15rlR1+5r;-5r3R3 
ag = - s 
Firstly, we suppose r3 = 0, then we have ~7 = s+’ ‘:;‘” ” R1 , which 
implies that rr # 0, from the vanishing of (~7 we can express R1 as a 
function of the rest of parameters like RI = ‘&t.y:, its substitution in ~13, 
arg and ~~25 we do not found any common factor. 
The resultant of cqs and alg rapport to R3 is S1 (rr ) = (1 + 4 rr ) Tr (rr) 
and the resultant of’ a13 and ~25 rapport to R3 is S2 (rl) = 
(1+4rl)Tz(rl) whe.re Tr (rl) and T2 (q), are polynomials in the 
variables q, which have not common real roots, see Appendix. 
Let rl = - i. We have 
a13 == 
(16 - 15 R3) (8696 + 1017 R3) 
3200 , 
(16 - 1.5 R3) (866256792752 - 37721497000 R3 
- 2419844825 R; + 6177721500 R;) 
a19 = 
4435200000 > 
if we impose 013 = 0 z.nd erg = 0 we have R3 = g, this case corresponds 
to a particular case 01’ system (8). 
We suppose now r:; # 0, the vanishing of (~7 allows to express R3 
as a function of the rest of parameters like R3 = 8-t5 ‘f-yi: ‘If5 ‘g, its 
substitution in (~13, arg and a25 we do not found any common factor. 
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The resultant of a13 and cola rapport to R1 is PI (~1, ~3) = 
(-9 - 36 q + 6~3 - 5~32) WI (~1, 7-3) and the resultant of ~13 and ~~25 
rapport to R1 is P2 (~1, TJ) = (-9 - 36 ~1 + 6 r3 - 5 T:) IV2 (~1, ~3) 
where Wi (~1, r-a), i = 1, 2, are polynomials in the variables (~1, ~3). 
Let ~1 = -9+Gj;;-5 $. We have 
(725594112000 ‘;) al3 = (-1197 - 540 RI + 30 ~3 - 25 T;) x 
x (-2458150821- 5821050420 R1 - 2125764000 Rf + 
+ 1447920846 r3 + 5659256160 RI ~3 + 11620843200 Rf r3+ 
+ 119235240 r,; + 530128800 RI T; - 4849891200 RT T;+ 
+ 1775846187 T; - 877074480 RI T; - 3920853600 Rf T;+ 
+ 1285956000 R; I-; - 213572700 r; - 1221804000 RI T;+ 
+ 787320000 RI r$ + 207825750 r; + 85050000 RI T;- 
- 72900000 R; r; - 47115000 r-i + 153900000 Rl ~3; - 
- 3515625 r,; - 11812500 R1 T; + 5718750 T; - 390625 r;“), 
if we impose a13 = 0 and alg = 0 we have RI = -1197+30 7.3-25 r3’ 540 
this case corresponds to system (8). The last factors of PI (~1, ~3) and 
P2 (~1: ~a), that is WI (~1, ~3) and IV2 (~1, ~3) we do not know if they 
have common roots because the calculations are extremely complicated. 
ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMS 
We will study the seven systems we have obtained. 
System (a). This system in Cartesian coordinates, x = 7’ cos 4, 
y = T sin q5, takes the form 
(4.1) 
i= -y+(Rl +R+r4+(R1 -3R3)2’y2, 
@=z+(R~fR~)cr~y+(R~ -3R3)xyy3. 
first integral for the previous system (4.1) is H (x, y) = 
where U (2, y) = 1 + 3 (RI + R3) x2 y + (3 RI - R3) y3. 
The change of coordinates X = 
&i 
and Y = ~ 
I: (:,J(y)f 
transforms 
system (4.1) into % = Y - and Y = X. Applying Theorem D, 
system (4.1) is isochronous at the origin. 
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System (b). This system in Cartesian coordinates, x = T cos cp, 
y = T sin cp, takes the form 
j:=-y+(r3i-R~)x4-(6r~+2R~)x2y2+(~3-33~)y4, 
(4.2) 7J=x+(4&t4T3)x3y+(4&-4T3)x~3. 
An analytic first integral for system (4.2) is 
H (x> Y) = - 
x2 + y” 
(l+(6R1+6r3)x2y+(6R1 -2q)$)+' 
This first integral in polar coordinates is H (T, cp) = 1+2 G”,;, +, where 
Q (cp) = 3 RI sin cp -- sin 3 cp. From H (T, cp) = C, where C is an 
arbitrary real constant different from zero, we can express r3 like 
T 3 _ QW&Twx - -. From the differential equation (p = 1 + r3 Q (cp) 
we obtain 
.2 K 
T(r) = 
J 
- dp 
0 1 t- r3 Q (cp) 
It is easy to see that the last integral is zero making the change w = -cp 
and using the periodid.ty of Q (cp). Applying Theorem D, system (4.2) is 
isochronous at the origin. 
System (c). This system in Cartesian coordinates, x = T cos cp, 
y = ‘r sin cp, takes the form 
4 4 402, 4, i=:-y--x _-I 
(4.3) 9 
gJ Y +,?/: 
A null divergence 
(x2 + y2)2 w (5, y)( 
factor for system (4.3) is V (2, y) = 
where W(x, 3) = 9 + 24x”y + 16x4$ - 
24y3 + 32x2y" + 16yyG. An analytic first integral for system (4.3) is 
H (x, y) I= 
x2 + y” 
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The corresponding transversal commuting system is 
i = x (3 - 16y3) x 
X 
(x2 + y”) 
(9+24~“y+16~4y2-24y3+32z2y4+16ys)~ 
y=y(3+12z2y-4~“) x (x2 + y2) 
(9+24z2y+16z.‘y2-24y3+32s2y”+16y”)+ 
This transversal commuting system has been founded using particular 
solutions of system (4.3). The method is to look for a transversal 
commuting system of the form ST = fS’ where f is a particular solution 
of plane differential system S, then we have 
[s, fS’] = f [s, s’] + (Sf) s’ = .f [s, s’] + x fS’ = f ([s, s’] + x s’) 
where X is the cofactor of the particular solution f, that is f = X f. When 
we have found the transversal commuting system we can multiply it by 
an arbitrary function of the first integral of system S, this is used in this 
example to transform the transversal commuting system in its habitual 
form. Applying Theorem E, system (4.3) is isochronous at the origin. 
System (d). This system in Cartesian coordinates, 2 = T cos 4, 
y = T sin 4, takes the form 
16 28 2 2 4 1 &-y---4-- 
(4.4) 
9 gxY +,y, 
16 
j=x+~x3y-vxy3. 
An analytic first integral for system (4.4) is 
H (x7 Y) = 
-9+256x6+96x2y+384x4y2+96y3-128~~ 
(-3 + 8x2 y + 8~~)~ 
The corresponding transversal commuting system is 
i=z(3-8x2y-8y3) (3-8x2?/-16y3), 
y=y(3-8x2?/-883) (3+4x”y-4y3). 
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Applying Theorem ES, system (4.4) is isochronous at the origin. 
System (e). This system in Cartesian coordinates, x = T cos 4, 
y = T sin 4, takes the form 
(4.5) 
4 4 20 2 2 k=-y+5y --z y, 
9 
An analytic first integral for system (4.5) is 
9+:;2z6+24x2y+64z4y2+24y3+32z2y4 
H b:, Y) = - 
(3+16s2y+16y3)+ * 
The corresponding transversal commuting system is 
li:=++B~‘y)(9+32~“+24~“y+64~“y”+24~”+32~~~~), 
$= (-12s4+3y-4z”y”) 
(9+32zG+24:c2y+64~4y2+24y3+32~2y4). 
Applying Theorem IS, system (4.5) is isochronous at the origin. 
System (f). This system in Cartesian coordinates, n: = T cos 4, 
y = T sin 4, takes the form 
(4.6) 
Li = -y, 
7j=z+4z3y+4zy3, 
For this system we can not found an analytic first integral but we have 
found an invariant of the form 
3cp+4r3 cos3 cp=3t+c, 
where C is an arbitrary real constant. From this invariant we can express 
the time in function of the variables (T, cp) like t = cp + $ r3 cos3 cp - f . 
If we recall that this system have a center at the origin and therefore 
T (0) = T (2 X) in a certain neighbourhood of the origin, we obtain 
t(27+i(O)= 
( 
2a+4r(2a)-; 
> Lr 3) 
- 4 (0)-C =27r. 
Applying Theorem D, system (4.6) is isochronous at the origin, which 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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System (g). This system in Cartesian coordinates, x = r cos 4, 
y = r sin 4, takes the form 
(4.7) 
i =-y- ('3+ 5r3Y x4+ 
540 
+ 
(3 + 7Y3) (5r3 - 201) x2 y2 + 5 (3 + r3J2 & 
.&l-51:)(5rr-‘J) 3 
36 
135 x y 
5(3+r3)2 
XY 
3 
- . 27 
For system (g) we do not know any method to demonstrate the 
isochronicity of the origin in general for all value of r.3, for this reason we 
are going to study particular cases of this family. 
Firstly we study the particular systems that have a transversal commuting 
system, we have found three cases for rg = z, rs = - 3 and ‘r3 = -3 
and curiously these system have a null divergence factor of the form 
V (x, y) = (1 + P (x, y))” w h ere P (2, y) is a polynomial in the variables 
(x, y) and b a rational number, it seems there is a relationship between 
the Villarini method and to have a null divergence factor of this form. 
We have studied also the systems that have polynomial particular 
solutions and we have found that for 73 = y and 7-3 = -q have 
polynomial solution of third degree and for 7-g = y, 7’3 = -‘F and 
r3 = - y have polynomial solution of sixth degree. For the case 
7-3 = -y the system have a null divergence factor of the form V (x. p) = 
44~ (2, y)J A42 (, t, 1 6 where Ml (XI, ‘y) and I@2 (2, :y) are polynomials of J)? 
third and sixth degree respectively. For the case 7’3 = 4 the system have 
a null divergence factor of the form V (CC:, :y) = NJ (2;. y); Nz( 5, y): 
where IV1 (x, y) and IV2 (x, ~1) are polynomials of sixth degree. 
Final remarks. - Note that we have studied only the reversible polynomial 
system of (2.1) with s = 4, the question is if there exist a non-reversible 
non-trivial (i.e. without (p = 1) polynomial system of (2.1) with s = 4. 
We have a positive answer for this question. Firstly, we recall a theorem 
that give sufficient integrability conditions, see [CGl]. 
THEOREM F. - System (2.1) with s = 4 is integrable in the following cases: 
(i)i&=cpl,~3=p3,5R3+3r.~=Oand5R1+r1=0. 
(ii)Cpl = cp~, ‘p3 = p.3, cps = 5cp1 and ‘p3 = 391. 
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(iii) PI = cpl, Cp3 = (~3,(~5=2yl1+(~3,r3=3R3,r1=2Rl,Rg=R3. 
and IRlJ = 21R3). 
(iv) ?I = cpl, Cp3 = 1~3, R5 = 0 and 
i 
(iw.1) R3 q - 3r3 R1 = 0, 
(iw.2) r1 = 3 R1 and r3 = -3R3, 
(iv.3) ~1 = RI = 13 R3 I and ~3 = -3 R3. 
In this work we have been studied case (ii). We are going to see if there 
are any other case that can have isochronous center at the ori 
8 
in. The 
first not null isochronous constant is ~7 = 8R;+5 rf-151.1 R1+5r,-5rsR3 
52 
the conditions of case {i) implies a; = 40 Rf + q + y and from the 
vanishing of this constant we have RI = R3 = Rg = 0, therefore case (i) 
have not non-trivial isxhronous centers. If we impose the conditions of 
case (iii) in this first not null isochronous constant we have a~ = -y, 
therefore case (iii) have not non-trivial isochronous centers. 
In case (iv.1) cq takes the form ~7 = (‘lm3 KL!(r:+r:), from the 
vanishing of this constant we have r-1 = ~3 = 0 or q = 3 RI. If 
~1 = r3 = 0, we have system with (p = 1, which is obviously isochronous 
at the origin. If r-1 = 3 RI we obtain system (h). 
In case (iv.2) ~7 ta.kes the form a~ = 12 R?j, from the vanishing of 
this constant we have R3 = 0, this case corresponds a particular case 
of system (b). 
In case (iv.3) a7 takes the form (~7 = -6 Ri, from the vanishing of this 
constant we have R3 I= 0 which implies rr = R1 = r-3 = 0, therefore this 
case have not non-trivial isochronous centers. 
System (h). The system in polar coordinates is 
f=r4(:+3~~~3cp+R1 cos(cp+cpl)), 
ci,=1+r3(r3sin3cp+3Rrsin(cp+cpl)). 
This system in cartesian coordinates, z = r cos cp, r~ = T sin cp, takes 
the form 
(4.8) . 
-(2k~R-~+6r3)~~~~-442R~zy~+(r3-33~R~)~~, 
y=z+3Ic~R~~~+(4k~R~+4r~)~~y 
+2IczR1~~7~~+(4klR1-4r~)zy~-IC~R~y~, 
where lq = cos cpr and Ic;? = sin cpr. 
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A analytic first integral for system (4.8) is 
H(x, ~4 = (x2 + y2)3 
1+6IczRr23+6(krRr fr3)x$ 
+ 6 k2 RI zy2 + 2 (3 kl RI - 7-g) y3 
this f$rst integral in polar coordinates takes the form H (2, cp) = 
I+2 Q(v) + ’ where Q (cp) = 3 RI sin (‘p + cpl) + r3 sin 3 cp. From 
H (T, cp) = C, where C is an arbitrary real constant different from zero, 
we can express r3 like T 3 - Q (‘)* ’ (‘p)2fC ----4== From the differential 
equation (p = 1 + r3 Q (cp) we obtain 
s 
2iT 
T(r) = dp 
0 1+ r3 Q (4 
=Ir (IF &f-$-&v= 
It is easy to see that the last integral is zero making the change w = ‘p+~ 
and using the periodicity of Q (cp). Applying Theorem D, system (4.8) is 
isochronous at the origin. 
System (b) is a particular case of system (h). 
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APPENDIX 
U,(r,, R,, r,) = -76911r~+787959rfR,-2938437r:R:+4662117r~Rf- 
- 2585520r~R~+14490r,8r,-231525r~R~r~+l168020r~R~r,-2321865r~R~r,+ 
+1530900r~R~r,-23055r~r~-511143r~R,r~+4136139r~R~r~-8988705rfR:r:+ 
* 5#180r:R:r:-225463r~r~~l~859r:R,r:-6221 r:Rfr: - 
-4462290~R:r:+174483r:r:-1867767r~R,r~~8~257r~R~r~-~585313r~R~r~- 
- 419580r,R:r~-33656Or,“r:c1719704r:R,r:-267855Or~R~r~~7296r,R~r~+ 
+- 345870R~r~+179295r~r~-801861r~R,r~+211881r,R~r~+378189R~r~- 
- 111027r~r~+160230r,R,r~+52857R~r~+51948r,r~-17316R,r~ 
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V,(r,)=839808(-1-3r~)Z(1-r~)2r~(7992000-41512725r,-62120595r~+ 
+ 576592761 rf+291295008rf-2806680641 rf-1926852042rf+5183870299r~+ 
+6700746581r~-10715184%r~-7083l583r~o-4899917054r~‘+661181706r~2+ 
f 3145467991r~3+1921034924r~4+143684823r~5-408789135r~6-231754689r~- 
- 54190944r:8-4914189r:9) 
V,(r,)=60466176(-1-3r,)2(1-r,)2r~(307369531170+24269614399125r,- 
- 1071921000497130r~-866223140430015r~+17596752043060935r;‘+ 
~1527298809465465Or~-124462259936452446r~-l353~70~3873768r~+ 
+ 380936961637943358r~+6l8Ol9988698937939r~-343~5O74l977437Or~o- 
-1399362201736130537r~‘-641863161547595177r~2+l2O87l6~67Ol5322r~3+ 
+ 172899%25974152180r~+47960588324l2O2968r~-l100194206555064452r~6- 
- 1535748803362634933r~-501263823632370302r~*+732213287019830879r~+ 
+ 906728811689927813r~+253063229231667718r~~-294605853776710838r~- 
- 320847225708976368r:9-75932931928732722r:4+74517005629809693r:S+ 
+61694803814496858r~+10825202295976473r~-6987901504609395r~*- 
-4332349095318954r:9-954848182124592r:0-072r:’) 
S,(r,) =7464~rf(l+4r,)(2673199258621968384- 
-26364813431197925376r,+43817418845759471616r~+ 
+ 140245801831143309312r~+130153428333532807168r~- 
-1369561899817212043264r~-3229714056877589366656rf’+ 
+ 13124273423268003748192r~+8215449923667946783718r~- 
-56303707752665786710736r~+11924934935225851926811r~+ 
f120115961517192988781948r~L-83766302377705098195492r~2- 
-133226177289oo5768537526r~3+1545932o4628911oo4742718r:“+ 
~657744376058053558268lOr~5-14334l3~~8l~77268537r~+ 
+ 6549152468511802515616r~+71454671194665229886395r~*- 
- 238455O21953O883O53335Or~9-17O345478l~828O77l~r~o+ 
+ 1O873598384O4764813O75Or~1+6227869952313347375OOr~- 
- 1847927162000375922500r~+422292735592171425000r~+ 
f 29982887476531875000r~s -380742004058625OOOOOr~ + 
+ 1476599198889375OOOOr~ -34662332986875OOOOOr:’ + 
* 33194149312SMOOOOr~‘> 
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ST@,) = 107495424OOLX KXX@OOOr~(l+4r,)(31217181796369784731113533472768- 
-2982838894250553036836744032419~r,+4159~~3~021~585111861~224r~+ 
c169162456609775548258886373~808%r~+3%37~%88348%74528163582705~r~- 
- 163463276463567829456877690730577~r~-53802424694267969570987570244878336r~+ 
*-142069641417946696026747900828581888r~+197912496673027096141~9306422427648r~- 
- 452216291156238303365822095568642048r~-453613443775450327435783421527268352r~+ 
C65684125410326917394962:i42333979776r~’+21753401782168254326717862533773&4137r~2+ 
+24495o6959o134999338o88oo7O5224635796r~-955273O21737987oO36244694O28oO2692428r~4- 
-4131634472058751727716264470457548084r~S+2336647l7402309082869889968026346598r~6- 
-2256626124545614071879272817035516124r~-32551~2621154200931761907211950208636r~+ 
+ 147158824583663756800528~~820258699702r~+259833176%788607309816072084619604325r~- 
- 19699734903374161993~513~~221525192472r~’-10857699925009299068220791755710274110~+ 
9 12723581217465981071478725851684228584r~+1650253874874940346654055041090970780r:‘- 
- 397593129548326312729704~2593701426996r~-1302o96oo5423505305637862614087120r:6+ 
t44902730337883607925791~~5%3861~85Or~+3%23196722%297~32~1257~57259~r~*- 
- 6117736764260234507888:5278491865~r~-1~88223174274537~683932752238750r~+ 
t5746080249770427381549584852Ol725~r~’+26919386244977020775303698057662500r:“- 
- 104886047833688678607~96233O6OWC0O r:‘-113430072592M14817985445000000r:~- 
- 208644742428390834991242468750000rP+786881044402369573328233312500000r:6- 
-2092325342594354807;‘9875625M10000r:7-53778392100851275008801562500000r:‘+ 
f 527723886567603026805~r~-196054271931058012946875000000rf0+ 
+- 4929375450706174617187500000000 , r4’-8255781580286604375 00000000000r:Z+ 
+ 65255744020995Orrf’) 
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